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How wealth managers can
retain clients and grow AUM
Improving service and encouraging clients to look at long-term investment will be vital
for wealth managers in Malaysia to retain customers and grow their asset bases.

Malaysian investors tend to treat investment products the same way they do
individual stocks – as short-term investments to turn a quick profit – and this
attitude can make it difficult for wealth
managers in the country to retain assets.
To combat this, organisations and advis-

“It is not just judging RMs
on financial performance
but also areas like client
satisfaction, regulatory
compliance, and being able
to give overall advice.”

ers need to educate investors about
building portfolios to meet long-term
needs, and generate a matching mindset among client-facing staff.

KIN ONN KEE
AmInvestment Bank

For private banks, sucess means engendering client loyalty and delivering investment performance.

She adds that it is often difficult to find

although clients in the region are some-

relationship managers (RMs) who are

what resistant to the concept at this

“The most important element is that

able to provide a high level of both client

stage. “When they make investment

clients want both a core portfolio that

servicing and investment advice, but

decisions with an adviser they want to

is longer term and a smaller, trading-

this could be achieved through a team-

be very involved in the process. This is

oriented portfolio,” says Munirah

based approach.

why today if you look at the bulk of

Khairuddin, chief executive officer of
CIMB-Principal Asset Management.

transactions they are advisory trades
The development of discretionary in-

or execution only.

vestment propositions could help in this
“This can be focused on short-term

regard, believes Steven Seow, head of

“Gradually we are seeing a rise in dis-

trends and thematic investment.”

wealth management, Asia at Mercer,

cretionary in Singapore and Hong Kong.
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client satisfaction, regulatory compliance, and being able to give overall

“Clients want both a
core portfolio that is
longer term and a smaller,
trading-oriented portfolio.”

advice,” he says.
“This is a trend that will accelerate.”
Institutions needed to be similarly outstanding, believes Christian Stauffer,
partner at specialist investment firm
EFA Group, particularly as they had to

MUNIRAH KHAIRUDDIN
CIMB-Principal Asset Management

compete with other firms chasing the
same clients.
“The market in the whole of South-east
Asia is over-banked,” he explains.

Many of the private banks have started

sion] and they will be incentivised to

“Although there is still sizeable growth

discretionary portfolio management.”

grow the client’s portfolio.”

in wealth there are just too many banks

For Marco Kaster, investment director,

Kin Onn Kee, head of private banking

Asia at rare stamp and coin investment

at AmInvestment Bank, agrees, noting

Khairuddin believes it was not just the

adviser Stanley Gibbons, it is relatively

that advisers’ remuneration should to

responsibility of individual firms to alter

easy to retain clients, as they under-

be looked at from all angles.

the way in which they remunerate staff

and bankers chasing the same dollar.”

stood such asset classes were intended
for long-term appreciation.

in order to encourage long-term invest“It is not just [judging RMs on] financial

ment, as her bank and others in Malay-

performance but also on areas such as

sia have done already. She argues it is

“Most of them invest a very small proportion of their total wealth in noncorrelated, non-volatile asset classes
with the intention of selling them in 10,
maybe 20 years, or some people from

BREAKDOWN OF FINANCIAL ASSETS  MALAYSIA

the outset put it in their children’s
names or put it aside for future education or legacy planning,” he says.
16.6%

19.7%

Better long-term advice required better,
more far-sighted advisers, notes

Alternative investments

Khairuddin, and their development

Fixed income

could be encouraged by changes in the
way and basis on which commissions

23.4%
23.2%

and incentives were paid.
“To discourage churning you need to

Equities
Cash & cash equivalents
Real estate

17.1%

look at the commission structures as
well as how you incentivise advisers
and salespeople to build longer-term
portfolios,” she says. “Reward advisers
and salespeople on their trail [commis-
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also up to the industry as a whole. “We
need a stronger industry voice and

“Sooner rather than
later someone will have
to come up and say we
cannot pay 4% on your
pension anymore.”

FIMM (Federation of Investment Managers Malaysia) is looking to become
that,” she explains.
“We need the whole industry to make
this meaningful. It cannot be just a few
players doing it because there will be
others taking advantage of behaviour

CHRISTIAN STAUFFER
EFA Group

like churning.”
The growth of a cohort of qualified financial planners in Malaysia would also
help, she adds.
Returning to the idea of a core-satellite

accept that investors, however knowl-

knowledge of equities, fixed income,

approach to investment, Kee suggests

edgeable, could have an emotional ap-

currency and alternatives does not

it is incumbent upon the industry to

proach to their portfolios. “Having a

mean you are a good investor.”
“You can have an emotionally-driven
portfolio but the bigger part, or core

“It is incumbent upon the industry to accept that investors,
however knowledgeable, could have an emotional
approach to their portfolios.”

portfolio, should be driven by fundamentals. We keep reminding clients and
RMs to emphasise this,” he adds.
LATENT DEMAND
The need for long-term investment is
also exacerbated by Malaysia’s low

BREAKDOWN OF MALAYSIAN HNW INVESTOR PASSION INVESTMENTS

income replacement ratio, according to
Khairuddin, which is currently only 30%
versus the World Bank’s recommendation of 70%.
“The only way to encourage this is
through the whole [financial services]

19.9%

ecosystem, from the regulators to dis-

34.0%

Other collectibles
Sports Investments
14.8%

Art
Luxury Collectibles
Jewelry, Gems, Watches

20.9%

10.5%

tributors, employers, people like us, and
to the media,” she says.
“Today the average income after retirement is MYR850, which is far from
where it needs to be.”
Stauffer notes, however, that insufficient retirement income is far from just
a local problem, and will only become

Source: Capgemini, RBC Wealth Management, Scorpio Partnerships Global HNW Insights Surveys
(as of Q1 2014)
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more severe.

“We have had zero interest rates for
the last six or seven years,” he says.
“Sooner or rather than later someone
will have to come up and say we cannot
pay 4% on your pension anymore.”
Social engagement could prove invaluable in promoting the required long-

“When South-east Asian
clients make investment
decisions with an adviser
they want to be very
involved in the process.”

term mind-set in Asia, notes Kee, as
new trends such as robo-advisory will
for the moment only represent a small
part of the market.

STEVEN SEOW
Mercer

“People will normally want to speak to
an RM or with a group that shares the
same interests, by engaging with a bank
or their friends to direct their investment,” he says.

ISLAMIC FINANCE BREAKDOWN BY SECTOR 2014
Other IFIs
3%

USD1.6 trillion

At the highest levels of wealth, notes

Takaful
2%

Seow, individuals and families have

Sukuk
19%

been adopting more of an institutional
approach to investment.
“They will set up model portfolios, establish their risk appetite, create volatil-

Islamic
funds
3%

ity bands and establish an investment

Islamic
banking
73%

committee,” he says.
“This is a trend we are seeing in Southeast Asia, particularly with intergenerational wealth transfer.”
Source: Thomson Reuters

“Most of our clients invest
a very small proportion of
their total wealth in noncorrelated, non-volatile
asset classes.”

Know your customer was increasingly
vital in this context, and had to be a
continuous process rather than a oneoff, Seow concludes.
“From a regulatory perspective giving
the wrong advice is a big risk,” he says.

MARCO KASTER
Stanley Gibbons

“Clients want high returns and low risk
but we have to tell them that there are
trade-offs. [We need to ask], are they
really true to what they said earlier?”
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